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THE VICTORY ARCHERY® NVX 27 IS THE SUPREMELY ACCURATE LARGE-DIAMETER 
ARROW COMPETITIVE ARCHERS HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR 

 
There is one company at the top of the list when it comes to carbon fiber arrow technology — Victory Archery®. The 
company has truly raised the bar with the latest addition to its competitive shooting line. The new Victory NVX 27 ultra 
large-diameter target arrow gives competitive archers unmatched stability, remarkable consistency and supreme 
accuracy.	When the match is on the line, shooters can rely on the NVX 27 — a big shaft that can make a huge 
difference in scoring. 

 
The Victory NVX 27 was built with maximum accuracy in mind. The shaft is constructed of 100% Hi-Modulus Carbon 
Fiber, utilizing the company’s unique composite materials expertise. It features a .421 outside diameter (OD), perfect for 
cutting lines and increasing the odds of scoring higher during a match. The NVX 27 shaft has a 200-rated spine 
deflection and weighs 9.5 grains per inch. It’s available in two straightness rating models: a +-.001” (Elite) and a +-.006” 
(Sport), both with a batch weight tolerance of +-.5 grains. This ensures that when an archer steps up to the line, the 
NVX 27 will fly true and on target, bringing home the high score.		
	
Victory NVX 27 arrows are spine aligned before fletching to further ensure the best possible accuracy and tightest 
groups. Like their other premium arrow shafts, the NVX 27 is coated with “ICE,” Victory Archery’s legendary Nano 
Ceramic coating. The ICE finish on the exterior of the shaft makes for easy arrow removal from targets.  
 
The Victory Archery NVX 27 shafts come with 23.5 gr UNI bushings and 6 gr F nocks. Shooters can purchase 17 gr pin 
bushings and 3 gr pin nocks, sold separately. Also available are 56 gr NVX 27 inserts and 100 to 250 gr glue-in points, 
allowing you to completely customize your arrows for your style and set up.  

 
The team at Victory Archery is comprised of aerospace engineers and archers who wanted to meld technology and 
innovation together to create cutting edge products for hunters and target shooters. The company is the industry expert 
in carbon arrows and is pioneering the latest design innovations in every arrow diameter. By manufacturing its own 
carbon fiber prepreg, Victory Archery is able to precisely control the quality of arrows from start to finish, yielding 
unparalleled straightness and consistency. 
 
Not sure if the NVX 27 is the right arrow for you? Victory Archery has you covered with arrow selection charts available 
on their website. Victory offers a wide variety of products for both hunting and target shooters of all ages. For more 
information about Victory Archery visit www.victoryarchery.com, or call toll-free 866-934-6565. 
 
Follow their arrows on social media! 
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